**BMJ in the News** is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the **national and a selection of English-speaking international media**.

This week's (25 Apr -1 May) highlights include:

**BMJ**

*BMJ Chief Digital Officer Sharon Cooper interview - Driving cultural transformation* - CIO 26/04/2016

**BMJ Careers**

*My name's Janis, I'm a doctor, and I won't withdraw emergency care* - the Daily Telegraph 28/04/2016

**The BMJ**

**Research:** *Inequalities in Access to Total Hip Arthroplasty for Hip Fracture: Population Based Study*

*POOR patients less likely to have hip replacement surgery, says experts* - the Daily Express 28/04/2016  
*Hip replacement surgery denied to thousands each year, despite NHS guidelines* - Telegraph.co.uk 27/04/2016  
*Use of total hip replacement inconsistent and unfair* - OnMedica 28/04/2016

**Also covered by:** The Sunday Post, OnMedica, Health Canal, Science Daily, Today’s topics, Medical News Today, Science Daily

**Analysis:** *Nicotine without smoke - putting electronic cigarettes in context*

*Doctors warn of big tobacco firms entering e-cigarette market* - The Guardian 28/04/2016  
*E-cigarettes ‘much safer than smoking,’ some experts say* - CBC News 28/04/2016

**Also covered by:** MedPage Today, Nursing in Practice, OnMedica, PsychCentral, Yahoo, Business Insider, Today’s topics, Medical News Today, Australian Journal of Pharmacy, Science Daily, Medical Xpress
Hunt could have stopped this strike - but he wanted it - The Guardian 26/04/2016
Why are junior doctors striking? Nine things you need to know about the dispute - East Anglian Daily Times 26/04/2016
Five Things to Know About British Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt - Newsweek 27/04/2016
Dr. Rangan Chatterjee :Why Modern Medicine Needs to Change - Huffington Post UK 30/04/2016 (mentions The BMJ's Too Much Medicine campaign)
Medical journal's critics say it should share more data - MarketPlace 27/04/2016
Panel formed to suggest framework for MCI restructuring: Government - Economic Times 29/04/2016 (India's Health Minister mentions The BMJ)
Panel formed to suggest framework for MCI restructuring: govt - Business Standard 29/04/2016
When doctors take bribes: How entrenched conflict of interest in Indian healthcare endangers patients - Times of India 26/04/2016
Officials reportedly probe possible Prince overdose involving painkiller Percocet - Washington Post 29/04/2016
Also covered by the Hamilton Spectator
Sweetless and light - New Zealand Listener 27/04/2016
GPs increase referrals for potential brain tumour MRI scans - Good Health Suite 25/04/2016
Replacing animal fat not the route to a healthy heart, new research shows - Shanghai Daily 28/04/2016
Opinion: Why we fear fracking - Lancashire Evening Post 29/04/2016
Study finds moderate drinking could help heart health - Newstalk ZB 30/04/2016
FINDING THE SEED OF LIFE IN DEATH - the Independent 26/04/2016
By the way ... Five a day? Children should be having TEN - Scottish Daily Mail 26/04/2016
30 YEARS SINCE CHERNOBYL - Gulf News (UAE) 27/04/2016
New insomnia drug may not put problems to bed - Chicago Tribune 27/04/2016

JOURNALS

BMJ Open

Research: Retrospective study of the performance of the Pinnacle metal on metal (MoM) total hip replacement: a single centre investigation in combination with the findings of a national retrieval centre

Best-selling hip implants are 'unacceptably' prone to failure, doctors warn, and 'could leak
metal into the bloodstream' - the Daily Mail 29/04/2016
One in three hip implants were the wrong size, study finds - The Daily Telegraph & The Daily Telegraph Scotland 29/04/2016
Metal hip replacements implanted since 2006 more prone to failure - New Zealand Doctor Online

Also covered by: ITV News, the Daily Mirror, the Daily Express, The Times The Times Ireland, STAT, BT.com, SBS, Herald Sun, Belfast Telegraph, Legal Examiner & extensive local media coverage


UK study shows low testing of self-harmers - The Australian 29/04/2016

Also covered by: Huffington Post, Daily Telegraph (Australia), NEWS.com.au, New Zealand Doctor Online, SBS, Care Appointments, BT.com, Belfast Telegraph, Lancashire Telegraph, & extensive local media coverage

Drinks marketed at children laden with sugar, study finds - South China Morning Post 25/04/16

Why some pregnant women get high despite doctors’ orders - VICE 25/04/16

Archives of Disease in Childhood

Adverse reactions to antihistamines more common than thought - Medscape 25/04/16

Asthma is under recognised in SA, warns doctor - Health24 25/04/16

British Journal of Sports Medicine

Pass or fail? Are employers making the grade in combating prolonged sitting? - Examiner.com 25/04/16

Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health

Want to live longer? Go shopping more often - Forbes 25/04/16
Retiring Later Doesn't Necessarily Mean You'll Die Later - New York Magazine 28/04/2016
Longer you work, longer you live - The Times of India 28/04/2016